Part I
Take a look at the text and answer the questions.
You don’t need to read the text yet.
● What type of text is that? A
 recipe.
● What is the purpose of this type of text? T
 o show how to prepare a dish. /
To teach how to make a meal, etc.
● How many parts are there in this type of text? Which are they? Usually 2:
ingredients and directions.
● How long will it take for this recipe to be ready? 20 minutes.
● How many people will it feed? 4
● Do you think a beginner cook can make this recipe? Why do you think
that? Y
 es. Because it is a simple recipe. It says level: easy.
● Where was this recipe published? O
 n the internet (Food Network site).
● Does it have a limit of how many people can access this recipe? Why?/Why
not? N
 o. Because as long as the person has access to the internet and
knows basic English they can access this recipe.
Part II
Read the ingredients for the recipe and find the requested information:
● How many types of vegetables does this recipe take? F
 ive.
● List two spices used in this recipe. g
 arlic and ginger.
● How many cups of rice will be used? 3 cups.
Read the directions and number the steps below according to the original recipe:
(2
  ) Put the egg pancake onto a plate.
(6
  ) Add the sesame oil and serve.
(1
  ) Heat the vegetable oil and fry the egg.
(4
  ) Add the rice (to the skillet) and cook it.
(3
  ) Stir-fry the vegetables, the ginger and the soy sauce with the oil.
(5
  ) Return the egg to the skillet and break it into small pieces.

